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FOREWORD
In 1974, the IAEA established a special Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS)
programme under which a number of Codes and Safety Guides have been produced
in the areas of governmental organization, siting, design, operation and quality
assurance. The NUSS Codes and Guides are a collection of basic and derived
requirements for the safety of nuclear power plants with thermal neutron reactors.
They have been developed in a complex process which ensures the best possible
international consensus.
In order to present further details on the application and interpretation and on
the limitations of individual concepts in the NUSS Codes and Safety Guides, a series
of Safety Practice publications have been initiated. It is hoped that many Member
States will benefit from the experience presented in these books.
The present publication has been developed with the help of experts from
regulatory, operating and engineering organizations, all with practical experience in
the field of fire protection of nuclear power plants. The publication outlines practices
for inspecting the fire protection measures at nuclear power plants in accordance
with Safety Series No. 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1), Fire Protection in Nuclear Power Plants,
and includes a comprehensive fire safety inspection checklist of the specific elements
to be addressed when evaluating the adequacy and effectiveness of the fire protection
measures and manual fire fighting capability available at operating nuclear power
plants. The publication will be useful not only to regulators and safety assessors but
also to operators and designers.
The book addresses a specialized topic and it is recommended that it be used
in conjunction with Safety Guide No. 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1).
The IAEA is grateful to all the experts who helped in the drafting and
reviewing of this publication.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. BACKGROUND
Safety Series No. 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1), Fire Protection in Nuclear Power
Plants, was developed as part of the IAEA Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS)
programme. The Guide established the specific concepts of fire protection related to
the design, layout and construction of nuclear power plants. The Guide discussed,
inter alia, the recommended concepts for designing the fire detection and fire extin
guishing systems and for protecting the plant, as well as the associated main require
ments for manual fire fighting.
It is recognized that effective fire protection includes a number of distinct
elements that must be integrated into a comprehensive fire safety policy. As a mini
mum, these elements cover organization; a fire prevention programme, including the
administrative control procedures; a comprehensive fire hazard analysis; provision
for passive fire protection measures; installation of reliable and effective fire detec
tion and extinguishing systems and equipment (including a degree of redundancy,
where necessary, to cover the single failure criterion as defined in para. 531 of
Safety Series No. 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1)); periodic inspection, maintenance and testing
of all the fire protection measures (both passive and active) provided; a quality assur
ance programme; and the manual fire fighting capability. To determine the adequacy
of the fire protection essential for safety at a nuclear power plant, all these elements
must be assessed.
Although comprehensive evaluation of the overall fire safety arrangements
requires a thorough review of all the elements listed above, there is value in applying
selected elements separately for specific situations. This Safety Practice supplements
Safety Guide 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1) by providing a detailed fire safety inspection check
list to determine whether the requirements for the fire protection measures and fire
fighting capability (including manual fire fighting) have been fulfilled in an operating
nuclear power plant. The Guide should be used as a primary reference in the applica
tion of this Safety Practice.

1.2. OBJECTIVE
The purpose o f this publication is to outline the practices for inspecting
the fire protection measures at nuclear power plants in accordance with Safety
Series No. 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1), and includes a comprehensive checklist of the
specific elements to be addressed when evaluating the adequacy and effectiveness of
the fire protection measures and manual fire fighting capability provided at operating
nuclear power plants. The document will be useful not only to regulators and safety
assessors but also to operators and designers.

1
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1.3. SCOPE
This Safety Practice provides a methodology and the basis for inspecting the
fire protection measures and manual fire fighting capability at nuclear power plants,
and for assessing their adequacy. The fire safety inspection checklist reflects the
current international practices for inspecting fire safety and provides an objective
structure for assessing three elements of fire protection at nuclear power plants: the
passive fire protection measures; the design and installation of fire detection and
fixed fire extinguishing systems and equipment; and the manual fire fighting capabil
ity. This assessment will determine whether the fire protection measures and manual
fire fighting capability provided at the plant are in accordance with internationally
acceptable practices.

1.4. STRUCTURE
Section 2 describes the methodology to be followed when applying the check
list, including discussion on the specific written documents to be reviewed, the
purpose and value of personal interviews with plant personnel, and the necessity of
direct visual observation of plant conditions, with a walkdown inspection of the
plant.
Section 3 discusses the basis for evaluating each aspect of plant fire protection
as ‘satisfactory’, ‘needs further evaluation’ or ‘unsatisfactory’, and describes the
important issues to be considered when making recommendations for their
improvement.
Section 4 provides a detailed fire safety inspection checklist for determining
the adequacy of the fire protection measures and manual fire fighting capability
provided at the plant.

2. METHODOLOGY
It is intended that inspection of the techniques used for fire protection and fire
fighting be performed by a small group of professional fire safety specialists with
experience directly applicable to fire protection in nuclear power plants. The com
bined experience of the team of technical specialists should include expertise in fire
protection system design, knowledge of the fire protection codes and standards,
knowledge of the manual fire fighting techniques and experience in fire protection
engineering. Judgements of performance are based on the expertise of the individual
technical specialists. Therefore, this inspection is not intended to be a formal audit
against a single set of codes and standards, but rather a technical exchange of

2
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experience and practices at the working level with the aim of improving the reliabil
ity and effectiveness of the measures and capability currently provided by the nuclear
power plant.
The key objectives of the fire safety inspection are:
(1)
(2)

(3)

To provide the plant with an independent assessment of the effectiveness of the
fire protection measures and manual fire fighting capability;
To provide plant management with specific recommendations and suggestions
for improvement in areas where performance falls short of internationally
acceptable practices;
To provide key personnel at the plant with the opportunity of discussing their
experience and practices in fire protection with technical experts who have
significant experience in this field.

To be most effective when evaluating the overall fire safety arrangements
provided at the plant, the assessment should cover all areas of the site, including the
nuclear island and the balance of plant facilities, e.g. the turbine building. However,
the primary concern of this publication is the adequacy of the fire protection mea
sures and manual fire fighting capability with respect to the plant systems, equipment
and components that are essential for achieving and maintaining safe shutdown of
the plant. For the purpose of this Safety Practice, safe shutdown of the plant covers
removal of residual heat following initial shutdown and prevention of the release of
radioactive materials, as defined in para. 306 of Safety Series No. 50-C-D (Rev. 1),
and in para. 202 of Safety Series No. 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1).
Three primary methods are used to acquire the information needed to assess
the effectiveness of the fire protection measures and manual fire fighting capability
provided at the plant, and to make specific recommendations for their improvement:
a review of written material; interviews with plant personnel; and direct visual obser
vation of the measures and capability.
The fire safety specialists address topics in sufficient detail and to the extent
necessary to enable them to make an informed judgement of each item in the check
list. The weaknesses identified are addressed to the degree required to document the
specialists’ concerns with sufficient detail and accuracy to make their concerns
clearly understandable, and then recommendations are made for addressing these
weaknesses. Similarly, the good practices observed during the inspection process are
documented for the benefit of other nuclear power plants, and are described in the
specialists’ notes in sufficient detail to be readily understood.

2.1. DOCUMENT REVIEW
The specific documents to be reviewed by the technical specialists vary,
depending on their availability and on the circumstances at each nuclear power plant.
3
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It is generally agreed that the documents listed below are important elements of
overall plant fire safety. However, the absence of one or more of these review
documents should not preclude use of the checklist as an effective tool for assessing
the adequacy of the fire protection measures and manual fire fighting capability
installed at the plant. The documents to be reviewed include: the fire protection
regulatory requirements; the comprehensive fire hazard analysis; the safety evalua
tion report for fire protection; the fire protection administrative control procedures;
the surveillance, maintenance and test procedures for the fire protection systems and
equipment; the fire protection system and equipment details and drawings; the fire
event records and investigative reports; the training records of on-site and off-site
personnel, as applicable; the plant arrangement drawings, including identification of
the fire compartment boundaries (as constructed, covering modifications); and the
fire emergency plan, including co-ordination with off-site services.
2.2. PERSONNEL INTERVIEWS
Interviews with plant personnel are carried out at all levels with a view to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Providing additional information not addressed by the documentation;
Answering questions and satisfying concerns arising out of the review
documents;
Forming a judgement of the plant personnel’s understanding of the fire protec
tion equipment and measures provided, and of their own duties and responsi
bilities for fire protection;
Forming a judgement of the plant personnel’s competence and professionalism
regarding fire protection.

Interviews also provide an opportunity for an exchange of information between
technical specialists and plant personnel. These interviews should be seen as part of
a constructive dialogue with plant personnel and not as an interrogation. Properly
conducted, such interviews play an important role in the inspection process.
2.3. DIRECT OBSERVATION
Site inspection of actual plant conditions is a significant part of the review
process. Most of the time allocated to the inspection process should be used to review
the fire protection measures and the actual fire fighting capability provided at the
plant. Observation of existing conditions includes:
(1)

4

A walkdown inspection of all the relevant plant areas, with emphasis placed
on those areas that are important to safe shutdown of the plant, and on any adja
cent areas which may form a potential fire hazard to those safety important
areas;
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

The combustible fire load and the general housekeeping conditions;
The control of ignition sources;
The adequacy and integrity of the passive fire protection measures (fire rated
barriers, fire doors, fire dampers, fire barrier penetration seals);
The design and installation of the fire detection and fire extinguishing systems
and equipment;
The maintenance of the active and passive fire protection measures, based on
visual evaluation;
The manual fire fighting capability, including witnessing an unannounced fire
drill at the plant.

On the basis of the results obtained from the review documents, personnel
interviews and direct observations, the technical specialists form a judgement of the
adequacy of the measures and capability provided at the plant, and then make recom
mendations for correcting those deficiencies that were identified during the inspec
tion. The important areas cover:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

The technical knowledge and skills of the manager and staff responsible for the
overall fire safety of the plant;
The adequacy of the passive fire protection measures provided;
The effectiveness of the fire protection systems and equipment installed at the
plant, to provide the level of protection required (both system design and
operability);
The availability and effectiveness of the manual fire fighting personnel (both
on-site and off-site).

3. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS
The fire safety inspection checklist provides a means of evaluating the fire
protection measures and manual fire fighting capability in place at the nuclear power
plant. It is recognized that effective fire protection must include additional elements
such as a comprehensive fire hazard analysis; a fire prevention programme,
including the administrative control procedures; periodic inspection, maintenance
and testing of the systems and equipment; and a quality assurance programme. These
elements are to be addressed specifically in two separate documents currently in
preparation at the IAEA: Evaluation of Fire Hazard Analysis for Nuclear Power
Plants, and Assessment of the Implementation and Effectiveness of the Overall Fire
Safety Arrangements of Nuclear Power Plants.
5
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The checklist for inspecting the fire protection measures and manual fire fight
ing capability is divided into eight sections:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Fire confinement (passive fire protection measures);
Fire detection and alarm systems;
Fixed fire extinguishing systems — General;
Water based fire extinguishing systems;
Gaseous fire extinguishing systems;
Foam and dry powder fire extinguishing systems;
Fire water supply;
Manual fire fighting capability.

Regarding the safe shutdown requirements (as defined in para. 202 of Safety
Series No. 50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1)), each aspect of plant fire protection and the cor
responding protection measures, as identified in the checklist, are evaluated. This
evaluation leads to one of three conclusions:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Satisfactory, which means that the particular fire protectionmeasure

is
provided in accordance with internationally acceptable practices. Noenhance
ments are required. When a particular item is determined to be satisfactory,
generally no record of specific comments is required. However, in certain
cases it may be desirable to record specific details that form the basis for such
a determination. It is also important to identify good practices that may be
beneficial to other nuclear power plants.
Needs further evaluation, which means either that the particular fire protection
measure does not meet the requirements, or that further details will have to be
provided before a definite judgement is made. In both cases, a specific recom
mendation is made on how to resolve the issue.
Unsatisfactory, which means that the particularfire protection measure is not
provided in accordance with internationally acceptable practices. This could
arise from the use of inadequate material, systems or equipment; the inade
quate fire resistance of specific components; an inappropriate design approach,
etc. Each statement is accompanied by an explanation of the technical basis for
such a determination.

For each item identified in the inspection checklist, the technical specialists
identify the ‘objective evidence’ examined in order to determine the category into
which the item falls. Examples of appropriate objective evidence are the documents
reviewed (reference the specific document numbers), the personnel interviewed
(identify the names and responsibilities) and the plant conditions observed (describe
the specific locations and details).
Furthermore, specific recommendations are made on how to correct the defi
cient conditions. Each recommendation is made after giving appropriate considera
tion to the specific deficiency needing attention, the indirect aspects related to the
6
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deficiency and the root cause analysis of the basic cause of the deficiency; the results
of this analysis may indicate the need for a higher level recommendation.

4. INSPECTION CHECKLIST
The fire safety inspection checklist has been prepared for fire safety inspec
tions of a nuclear power plant by professional fire safety specialists. The methodol
ogy and contents of the checklist may also be used by regulatory or specialized third
party organizations to conduct fire safety inspections of nuclear power plants. In
addition, the checklist may be useful to the management of a nuclear power plant
as a listing of the numerous elements that must be evaluated in order to determine
the adequacy of the fire protection measures and manual fire fighting capability. The
checklist will also provide guidance to a nuclear power plant for conducting a selfassessment of fire safety. However, it should not be used by non-specialists in fire
protection, and self-assessment should not be considered a substitute for an indepen
dent fire safety inspection.
The checklist is intended for a small group of fire safety specialists specifically
qualified by education and practical experience to evaluate the adequacy and effec
tiveness of the fire protection measures (both passive and active) and manual fire
fighting capability provided at the plant. The checklist provides a listing of the fire
protection elements to be considered. It is not all inclusive and should not limit the
investigations of the fire safety specialists; rather, it should be considered as a
minimum listing of items to be included in inspection and assessment.

7
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FIRE SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

A.

Fire confinement (passive fire protection measures)

A.I.

Fire confinement by compartmentalization (fire containment
approach)

A .1.1.

Identification of those fire compartments which contain
nuclear safe shutdown systems or equipment, or which adjoin
or present outside exposure to compartments containing
nuclear safe shutdown systems or equipment. Refer to the
plant specific fire hazards analysis for identification of those
compartment boundaries which require a specific fire
resistance rating, and for the technical justification which
provides the basis for the absence of a fire rated compartment
boundary.

A .1.2.

Determination of the fire rating:
(a) Location and use;
(b) Fire load in the compartment and in adjacent
compartments.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item
identifier

A .1.3.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Fixed fire barriers (fire compartment boundaries such as
walls, floors; ceiling, electrical and mechanical penetration
seals):
(a) Identification of the fixed fire barriers (lists, drawings,
etc.);
(b) The fire rating requirements of those components used in
the construction of the fire compartment boundaries;
(c) Qualification of the component (original installation and
modifications):
— The test method used to determine the fire rating
(independent testing laboratory approval or third party
certification);
— Extrapolation of the test results to configuration of the
actual installation;
— The installation procedure is in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions;
— Installation is by qualified personnel specifically
trained to install such components;
— The fire rating of the components is consistent with
that of the fire compartment boundaries;
(d) The integrity of the fixed fire barrier components has not
been compromised.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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FIRE SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST (cont.)
Adequacy
Item
identifier

A. 1.4.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Fire barrier closures (fire doors, fire dampers, sewers,
drains, smoke vents):
(a) Identification of the fire barrier closures (lists, drawings,
etc.);
(b) The fire rating requirements of those components used in
the construction of the fire compartment boundaries;
(c) Qualification of the component (original installation and
modifications):
— The test method used to determine the fire rating
(independent testing laboratory approval or third party
certification);
— Extrapolation of the test results to configuration of the
actual installation;
— The installation procedure is in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions;
— Installation is by qualified personnel specifically
trained to install such components;
— The fire rating of the components is consistent with
that of the associated fire compartment boundaries;

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

A.1.4.
(cont.)

(d) The integrity and operability of the fire barrier closures
have not been compromised and the components are in
the normal operating position;
(e) Where applicable, components are arranged to facilitate
maintenance and inspection.

A.2.

Fire confinement by distance (fire influence approach)

A.2.1.

Refer to the plant specific fire hazards analysis for identifier
tion of those fire areas where separation by distance is
provided (lists, drawings, etc.).

A.2.2.

Determination of the fire loads, including the transient
combustibles.

A.2.3.

The requirements of separation by distance are based on
accepted standards or on documented technical justification.

A.2.4.

Separation distances are free from combustibles and ignition
sources — identify the specific separation distance to be
m aintained

m.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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FIRE SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST (cont.)
Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

A. 3.

Locally applied separating elements (fire influence approach)

A .3.1.

Identification of the locally applied separating elements,
including the permanent separating elements, fire resistant
coatings, sleeves and temporary separating elements (lists,
drawings, etc.). Refer to the plant specific fire hazards
analysis for identification of those areas where locally applied
separating elements are provided, and for the technical
justification which provides the basis for the use and/or
absence of such elements.

A.3.2.

Determination of the fire rating:
(a) Location and use;
(b) Fire load (geometry and configuration, as well as
quantity).

A.3.3.

Qualification of the locally applied separating element
(original installation and modifications):
(a) The test method used to determine the fire rating and
functionality (independent testing laboratory approval or
third party certification);

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

A.3.3.
(cont.)

(b) Extrapolation of the test results to configuration of the
actual installation;
(c) The installation procedure is in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions;
(d) Installation is by qualified personnel specifically trained to
install such elements.

A.3.4.

The integrity of the locally applied separating elements has
not been compromised.

B.

Fire detection and alarm systems

B .l.

Fire detector location

B.1.1.

In general, all areas throughout the plant should be provided
with fire detection equipment. Refer to the plant specific fire
hazards analysis for identification of those specific exceptions
where technical justifications have been developed for the
absence of fire detection equipment.

B.2.

Fire detection equipment

B.2.1.

The categories of detector (or combinations thereof) are
appropriate for the hazard(s):

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

B.2.1.
(cont.)

(a) Heat;
(b) Smoke;
(c) Flame;
(d) Gas sampling;
(e)' Flammable gas.

B.2.2.

Qualification of the fire detection equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

B.3.

Fire detection systems

B.3.1.

The detection system design and installation standard has
been used (name standard).

B.3.2.

Detection system design and installation, including primary
and secondary power supplies.

B.3.3.

The number of detectors provided for each system covers the
protected hazard area.

B.3.4.

Placing and location of detectors:
(a) Structural or equipment obstructions;
(b) Ventilation impact/impairment;

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item

Inspection item description

identifier

B.3.4.
(cont)

(c) Distance to ceiling;
(d) Distance to the protected hazard area.

B.3.5.

Local annunciation is provided (audible, visual).

B.3.6.

Remote annunciation is provided at a constantly attended
location (specify location).

B.3.7.

Actuation by fire detection is provided, where appropriate,
for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

B.3.8.

Fire door closure;
Fire damper closure;
Fire extinguishing system activation;
Equipment interaction/shutdown;
Ventilation control.

Special problem cases have been considered for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Cable
Cable
Cable
Areas

routes below raised floor areas;
routes above false ceilings;
routes within the containment;
with high radiation levels.

Sat.

■

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FET Y IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

B.4.

Fire alarm systems .

B.4.1.

Central panel location is constantly attended (specify
location).

B.4.2.

Qualification of the alarm system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

B.4.3.

The alarm system design and installation standard has been
used (name standard).

B.4.4.

Alarm system design and installation, including primary and
secondary power supplies.

B.4.5.

Sequence of alarms is registered on the central panel.

B.4.6.

Fire alarms take precedence over system fault signals.

B.4.7.

Local annunciation panels are provided:
(a) Quantity (specify quantities and types);
(b) Location (specify locations);
(c) All electrical circuits are fully supervised to indicate fault
conditions;
(d) Battery backup is provided for each local panel.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item

B.4.8.

Inspection item description

identifier

Link to/from the central panel:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Alarm receipt;
Manual activation of the fire control installations;
Manual activation of the fire pumps for the water supply;
Direct from the individual detectors, where provided;
To the plant fire brigade from the control room.

B.4.9.

Link,to outside organizations.

B.4.10.

Manual fire alarm call points:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Quantity provided;
Location in hazard areas and in all normal exit paths;
Travel distance to the manual fire alarm call points;
Direct actions resulting from the manual fire alarm call
points (specify actions);
(e) Indirect action via the central alarm receiving facility.
C.

Fixed fire extinguishing systems — General

C .l.

Fixed fire extinguishing system location and selection

C.1.1.

Fixed fire extinguishing systems are installed in all those
areas where a significant fire load exists. Refer to the plant

Sat.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

C.1.1.
(cont.)

specific fire hazards analysis for identification of those
specific exceptions where technical justifications have been
developed for the absence of fire extinguishing systems.

C.1.2.

The extinguishing medium selected is appropriate for the
hazard(s):
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Water;
Gaseous;
Foam;
Dry powder.

C.1.3.

Appropriate notification of extinguishing system actuation.

D.

W ater based fire extinguishing systems

D .L

Automatic sprinkler systems (closed heads)

D.1.1.

Qualification of the sprinkler system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

D .l.2.

The sprinkler system design and installation standard has been
used (name standard).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Inspection item description

Sat.
Type of sprinkler system installed:
(a) Wet pipe;
(b) Dry pipe;
(c) Pre-action (specify the actuation method).
Sprinkler system design and installation:
(a) Design density and area of application (specify details);
(b) Hydraulic calculations (unless pipe schedule);
(c) Type o f sprinkler heads (specify manufacturer, model
number and other details);
(d) Temperature rating of sprinkler heads;
(e) Placing and location of sprinkler heads to accommodate
structural and equipment obstructions to discharge the
water flow pattern;
(f) Distance from sprinkler heads to ceiling;
(g) Spacing of sprinkler heads;
(h) Additional sprinklers installed below equipment that
obstructs the water flow pattern;
(i) Pipe installation;
(j) Dimension of piping;
(k) Impact protection for piping, where needed;
(1) Pipe supports;
(m) As-built drawings are available for review.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN SPE C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

D.1.5.

Analysis of the extinguishing effects (the effect of extinguish
ing system actuation and possible adverse consequences have
been evaluated).

D.2.

Deluge system (open nozzles)

D.2.1.

Qualification of the deluge system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

D.2.2.

The deluge system design and installation standard has been
used (name standard).

D.2.3.

Deluge system design and installation:
(a) Design density and area of application (specify details);
(b) Hydraulic calculations (unless pipe schedule);
(c) Type of nozzles (specify manufacturer, model number
and other details);
(d) Placing and location of nozzles;
(e) Coverage of nozzles;
(f) Pipe installation;
(g) Dimension of piping;
(h) Impact protection for piping, where needed;

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item

Inspection item description

D.2.3.
(cont.)

(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)

D.2.4.

Deluge system actuation method:

identifier

Pipe supports;
Simultaneous system operation, where appropriate;
Drainage factors;
As-built drawings are available for review.

(a) Manual (identification and, location of the release
devices);
(b) Automatic detection type is suitable for the hazard(s)
(specify details).
D.2.5.

Detection system design and installation (refer to Section B,
Fire detection and alarm systems, for details).

D.2.6.

Analysis of the extinguishing effects (effect of system actua
tion and possible adverse consequences have been evaluated).

E.

Gaseous fire extinguishing systems

E l.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) systems

E. 1.1.

Qualification of the C 0 2 system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

Sat.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FET Y IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

E.1.2.

The C 0 2 system design and installation standard has been
used (name standard).

E.1.3.

Total flooding C 0 2 system design:
(a) Evacuation interlocks (time delays allowed for
evacuation);
(b) Pre-fire warning alarm arrangement (visual, audible);
(c) System interlocks to ensure closed compartment:
— Fire damper closure;
— Ventilation system shutdown;
— Fire door closure;
— Other;
(d) System calculation method;
(e) Initial design concentration;
(f) Design concentration is maintained for minimum duration;
(g) Availability of a secondary C 0 2 gas supply.

E.1.4.

C 0 2 system actuation method:
(a) Manual (identification and location of the release devices);
(b) Automatic detection type is suitable for the hazard(s)
(specify details).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

E.1.5.

Detection system design and installation (refer to Section B,
Fire detection and alarm systems, for details).

E.1.6.

Local application C 0 2 system design:
(a) Buildup of C 0 2 concentration (discharge rate);
(b) Means of system actuation (provide details).

E.1.7.

The consequences of system actuation have been evaluated:
(a) Thermal shock potential;
(b) Effect on personnel;
(c) Overpressurization (for closed compartments).

E.2.

Halon systems

E.2.1.

Type of halon gas used (1301, 1211, etc.).

E.2.2.

Qualification of the halon system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

E.2.3.

The halon system design and installation standard has been
used (name standard).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

E.2.4.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Total flooding halon system design:
(a) Evacuation interlocks (time delays allowed for
evacuation);
(b) Pre-fire warning alarm arrangement (visual, audible);
(c) System interlocks to ensure closed compartment:
— Fire damper closure;
— Ventilation system shutdown;
— Fire door closure;
— Other;
(d) System calculation method;
(e) Initial design concentration;
(f) Design concentration is maintained for minimum
duration;
(g) Availability of a secondary halon gas supply.

E.2.5.

Halon system actuation method:
(a) Manual (identification and location of the release
devices);
(b) Automatic detection type is suitable for the hazard(s)
(specify details);

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

E.2.5.
(cont.)

(c) Abort switch, if installed, is of the ‘dead man’ type and
is located inside the protected compartment (a dead man
type switch is one that requires constant pressure on a
spring loaded switch to maintain the abort function; when
the pressure is released, the system reverts to the normal
operational sequence).

E.2.6.

Detection system design and installation (refer to Section B,
Fire detection and alarm systems, for details).

E.2.7.

Local application halon system design:
(a) Buildup of gas concentration (discharge rate);
(b) Means of system actuation (provide details).

E.2.8.

The consequences of system actuation have been evaluated:
(a) Effect on personnel;
(b) Corrosion potential from decomposition by-products.

E.3.

Other gas extinguishing systems

E.3.1.

Type of gas(es) used.

E.3.2.

Qualification of the gas system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

E.3.3.

The gas system design and installation standard has been used
(name standard).

E.3.4.

Total flooding gas system design:
(a) Evacuation interlocks (time delays allowed for
evacuation);
(b) Pre-fire warning alarm arrangement (visual, audible);
(c) System interlocks to ensure closed compartment:
— Fire damper closure;
— Ventilation system shutdown;
— Fire door closure;
— Other;
(d) System calculation method;
(e) Initial design concentration;
(f) Design concentration is maintained for minimum duration;
(g) Availability of a secondary gas supply.

E.3.5.

Gas system actuation method:
(a) Manual (identification and location of the release devices);
(b) Automatic detection type is suitable for the hazard(s)
(specify details).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

E.3.6.

Detection system design and installation (refer to Section B,
Fire detection and alarm systems, for details).

E.3.7.

Local application gas system design:
(a) Buildup of gas concentration (discharge rate);
(b) Means of system actuation (provide details).

E.3.8.

The consequences of gas system actuation have been
evaluated:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Thermal shock potential;
Effect on personnel;
Overpressurization (for closed compartments);
Corrosion potential from decomposition by-products.

F.

Foam and dry powder fire extinguishing systems

F .l.

Foam systems

F.1.1.

The foam concentrate type (protein based, synthetic, aqueous
film forming foam (AFFF), film forming fluoroprotein, alco
hol resistant, etc.).

F.1.2.

The foam expansion ratio (specify low, medium or high).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

FERE SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

F .l .3.

Qualification of the foam system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

F .l .4.

The foam system design and installation standard has been
used (name standard).

F .l .5.

The post-discharge cleanup and corrosion plan.

F.1.6.

Foam system design and installation:
(a) Type of system (balanced pressure, pumped pro
portioning, etc.);
(b) Type of foam nozzles (aeration type nozzles or sprinkler
head, if AFFF);
(c) Placing and location of discharge heads/nozzles to accom
modate structural and equipment obstructions;
(d) Spacing of heads/nozzles;
(e) Heads/nozzles installed below equipment that obstructs
the discharge pattern;
(f) Area of coverage and application rate are suitable for the
hazard(s) (specify details);
(g) Hydraulic calculations (unless pipe schedule);

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

F.1.6.
(cont.)

(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)

Pipe installation;
Dimension of piping;
Impact protection for piping, where needed;
Pipe supports;
As-built drawings are available for review.

F.1.7.

The quantity and quality of the foam concentrate are
sufficient for the minimum duration required:
(a) Penetration;
(b) Accessibility;
(c.) Q u a n tity o f fo am m n r e n t r a t f availahlp.

I.;

(d) Available foam concentrate is sufficient for the required
duration;
(e) Shelf-life (periodic foam quality test records are available,
where appropriate).
F.1.8.

Protection of the closed compartment (high expansion foam
systems):
(a) Quantity of input points;
(b) Time required to flood compartment;
(c) Time delays and alarms are provided for personnel
evacuation.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

F .l .9.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Foam system actuation method:
(a) Manual (identification and location of the release
devices);
(b) Automatic detection type is suitable for the hazard(s)
(specify details).

F . l . 10.

Detection system design and installation (refer to Section B,
Fire detection and alarm systems, for details).

F . l . 11.

Water supply for foam system:
(a) Source reliability and adequacy of capacity;
(b) Hydraulically proven (pressure, flow and application
rates);
(c) Impact protection for supply piping, where needed.

F . l . 12.

Analysis of the extinguishing effects (the effect of foam
system actuation and possible adverse consequences have
been evaluated).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

F.2.

D ry pow der systems

F.2.1.

Dry powder type (specify type, manufacturer and chemical
composition).

F.2.2.

Qualification of the dry powder system equipment
(independent testing laboratory approval or third party
certification).

F.2.3.

The dry powder system design and installation standard has
been used (name standard).

F.2.4.

The post-discharge cleanup and corrosion plan.

F.2.5.

Open space protection:
(a) Penetration;
(b) Accessibility;
(c) Impact of wind/environmental factors.

F.2.6.

Protection of the closed compartment:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Access points;
Compartment area is occupied by personnel;
Time delay is provided for personnel evacuation;
Pre-fire warning alarm arrangement (audible, visual).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN SPE C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

¥ .2 .1 .

Propellant (specify C 0 2, nitrogen, etc.).

F.2.8.

Placing and location of discharge nozzles.

F.2.9.

Area of protection is suitable for the hazard(s).

F.2.10.

Pipe installation:
(a) Dimension of piping;
(b) Pipe supports.

F .2.11.

Dry powder system actuation method:
(a) Manual (identification and location of the release
devices);
(b) Automatic detection type is suitable for the hazard(s)
(specify details).

F.2.12.

Detection system design and installation (refer to Section B,
Fire detection and alarm systems, for details).

F.2.13.

Analysis of the extinguishing effects (the effect of dry powder
system actuation and possible adverse consequences have
been evaluated).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

G.

Fire water supply

G .l.

Water source

G.1.1.

Water supply is adequate for the fire load and available at the
appropriate flow rate for fire fighting.

G.1.2.

Type of water supply:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

G.1.3.

Potable;
Untreated;
Brackish;
Deionized;
Sea.

Water storage tanks (on-site, off-site):
(a) Capacity (each tank)
m 3;
fh'l F.levation above plant grade.
m;
m3/h;
(c\ Fill rate.
W) Distance from area to be protected
m;
(e) Method used to prevent freezing;
(f) Method for ensuring an adequate fire water supply, where
combined usage is allowed;
(g) Method used to ensure that the minimum water level is
maintained (gauging, low level alarms, etc.).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FET Y IN SPE C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

G.1.4.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Open water source:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

G.1.5.

River;
Lake;
Sea;
Source is protected from freezing.

Subsurface water source:
(a l We.ll (sp ecify d e p th
fh) S u stain ed p u m p in g c a p a c ity (

m l;
m 3/h );

(c) Minimum duration that such a capacity is available
(
h).
G.2.

Supply and distribution pipe

G.2.1.

The supply pipe design and installation standard has been
used (name standard).

G.2.2.

Supply and distribution piping system installation:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Pipe material (specify type);
Lining material for ferrous pipe (specify type);
Pipe joining method (specify);
Pipework, supports or brackets.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

G.2.3.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Protection of the supply and distribution piping system:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Against freeze-up;
Against mechanical damage;
Against ground movement;
Cathodic protection.

G.3.

Ring main

G.3.1.

Reliability of the piping arrangement (ageing, corrosion,
tuberculation, looped mains, spur mains, isolation valves,
etc.).

G.3.2.

The ring main piping design and installation standard has
been used (name standard).

G.3.3.

Diameter nf the ring main piping

G.3.4.

Ring main piping system installation:

mm.

(a) Pipe material (specify type);
(b) Lining material used for ferrous pipe (specify type);
(c) Pipe joining method (specify).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN SPE C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

G.3.5.

Maximum design flow rate (including fixed system demand
and hose stream allocation)________ L/min.

G.3.6.

Water supply allocation for manual hose stream use
________ L/min.

G.3.7.

Water supply allocation for water based fixed fire
extinguishing systems:
(a) Individual system allocation:
System description

Flow rate
(L/min)

(b) Branching-off points are hydraulically balanced;
(c) Allocation to non-fire process water systems, if
a n y ________ L/min.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

G.3.8.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Isolation valves:
(a) Location and spacing of valves;
(b) Positive valve position indication is provided;
(c) Valves are supervised (visual, electrical).

G.4.

Fire pumps

G.4.1.

Qualification of the fire pump system equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

G.4.2.

The fire pump design and installation standard has been used
(name standard).

G.4.3.

The number of fire pumps.

G.4.4.

The single failure criterion is applied.

G.4.5.

Location and arrangement of fire pumps:
(a) Separate the fire compartment provided for each
pump;
(b) Common area for all the pumps;
(c) Pumps exposed to other fire hazards.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FETY IN SPE C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

G.4.6.

G.4.7.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Flow and pressure rating of each fire pump:
I./min at

bar;

T./min at

bar

The maximum available pressure from each fire pump:
(a) Compatible with the installed piping;
(b) Compatible with the off-site water supplies.

G.4.8.

The pump startup and stop method for each pump:
(a) Automatic (give details);
(b) Supervised for power failure and pump running;
(c) Manual stop.

G.4.9.

The pump driver is appropriate for the intended use:
(a) Diesel engine (specify manufacturer, model number,
power rating, etc.);
(b) Electric motor (specify power rating and motor type);
(c) Reliability of the electric motor power supply.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

G.4.10.

Inspection item description
Sat.
The fire pump control is appropriate for the intended use:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Type (specify);
Location;
Qualification of equipment;
Battery backup is provided.

G.5.

Pressure maintenance pumps (jockey pumps)

G.5.1.

The number and location of pumps.

G.5.2.

The flow and pressure rating of each pump:
r./min at

har;

T./min at

har

G.6.

Pressure tanks

G.6.1.

The number and individual capacity of tanks:
m .

G.6.2.

Operating pressure

har

G.6.3.

Air supply (compressor, plant air, etc.).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

F IR E SA FET Y IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

G.6.4.

Water supply (give details).

G.7.

Outdoor hydrants

G.7.1.

The number of hydrants.

G.7.2.

The sparing between Hydrants

G.7.3.

Accessibility for fire brigade use and hose connection
compatibility.

G.7.4.

Type of hydrant installed:

m.

(a) Ground hydrant (below grade);
(b) Pillar hydrant (above grade);
(c) Number of outlets for hose connections;
(H) Outlet diameter

mm;

(e) Connected to wet or dry supply systems.
G.7.5.

Isolation valve is provided in each hydrant branch.

G.7.6.

Impact protection is provided around each pillar hydrant and
all the ground hydrants are indicated clearly.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Inspection item description

Sat.

Indoor water supply installations
Rising mains:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Wet or dry type;
Number;
D imension________ mm;
Location and accessibility.

Hose reels/stations for fire fighting:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Number;
Location and accessibility;
Design flow r a te ________ L/min;
mm;
Nozzle diam eter____
Nozzle type (fog, straight stream);
Shut-off nozzle;
Hose type (cotton, synthetic);
Hose len g th ________ m;
Hose reel or hose station type;
Control valve operation for charging the unit.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
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F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

H.

M anual fire fighting capability

H .l.

Organization

H.1.1.

Establishment of an immediate action fire fighting team,
where available.

H.1.2.

Composition of the plant fire brigade (on-site personnel):
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

H.1.3.

Brigade leader;
Operations personnel;
Health physics personnel;
Maintenance personnel;
Security personnel.

Composition of the off-site fire brigade:
(a) Full time fire fighters;
(b) Volunteer fire fighters.

H.1.4.

Co-ordination of efforts (on-site, off-site):
(a) Line of authority at fire scene — a written agreement is
provided and a liaison officer to the off-site fire brigade
is identified;

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item
identifier

H.1.4.

(cont.)

H.1.5.

Inspection item description
Sat.
(b) Responsibilities of the on-site and off-site brigades are
formally established;
(c) Availability/accessibility of radiation monitoring;
(d) Dosimeters and access control badges are provided;
(e) Means by which the off-site brigades gain access to the
site and the rendezvous points are established;
(0 Site access is formally verified by practice drills.
Off-site brigade:
(a) Definite availability for response to plant emergencies:
— Adequate reinforcements are available to meet the
radiation levels expected to be encountered;
(b) Estimated response time (time to respond to the plant
entrance, to the access plant security and to reach the fire
location with the appropriate equipment):
— First attendance.
— Reinforcements

H.2.

Manpower

H.2.1.

On-site response:

min;
min.

(a) Immediate action of the fire fighting team (minimum
nnmher nf personnel available for response

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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F IR E SA FETY IN SPE C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

H.2.1.
(cont.)

(b) Plant fire brigade (minimum number of personnel
available for response
);
(c) Minimum number of trained personnel to be available at
all times is adequate for the type of installation.

H.2.2.

Off-site response:
(a) Degree of confidence in the minimum adequate response
of trained personnel;
(b) Absolute minimum number of personnel who will respond
to the plant fire:
— day

— night
H.3.

Training programme

H.3.1.

Overall training programme — on-site personnel and off-site
fire brigade:
(a) Training programme;
(b) Formal lesson plans are developed and used;
(c) Adequate training aids and resources are available
(reference books, films, videos).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Adequacy
Item
identifier

H.3.2.

Inspection item description
Sat.
Training programme covers all the necessary topics:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

H.3.3.

Basic nuclear training;
Identification of fire hazard;
Familiarization of plant;
Identification and familiarity with the installed fire
protection equipment;
Type of fires expected in nuclear power plants and the
proper method of fighting each type of fire;
Proper use of personal protective clothing, including a
self-contained breathing apparatus and the compatible
breathing apparatus procedures (on-site personnel and
off-site fire brigade);
Use of communication, lighting and ventilation equipment;
Methods of fighting fires inside buildings and confined
spaces with limited visibility;
Review of detailed pre-fire fighting strategies;
Radiological protection — plant procedures and individual
dosimeters.

Classroom training sessions include:
(a) Basic fire training;
(b) Regular contingency training;

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

H.3.3.
(cont.)

(c) Development fire training;
(d) Leadership for strategy, tactics and command.

H.3.4.

Regular hot fire practice (hands on) training, including fire
fighting in confined spaces under extreme conditions of
heat/smoke.

H.3.5.

All members receive both initial classroom and hot fire
practice (hands on) training before assignment to the fire
brigade.

H.4.

Fire drill practice sessions

H.4.1.

Frequent drills are conducted to ensure competency:
(a) Individual fire brigade members (on-site and off-site);
(b) Fire brigade as a team.

H.4.2.

Drills are performed on night shifts and are occasionally
unannounced.

H.4.3.

Each fire drill is pre-planned and a thorough critique made
by the fire brigade members (and qualified observers, where
applicable).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item

Inspection item description

identifier

H.4.4.

Fire drills are conducted in all areas of the plant, including
those areas that contain safe shutdown related equipment.

H.4.5.

Off-site response groups periodically participate in plant fire
drills and receive tours of the plant for familiarity.

H.4.6.

All training efforts are documented thoroughly for each fire
brigade member, with the detailed records retained and fully
accessible.

H.5.

Pre-fire fighting strategies

H.5.1.

Detailed pre-fire fighting strategies are developed for all plant
areas but, in particular, for those areas that contain the equip
ment needed for safe shutdown of the plant (including those
areas which could expose safe shutdown equipment).

H.5.2.

Strategies are documented formally and kept up to date.

H.5.3.

Strategies are used in routine fire drills and classroom
training sessions.

H.5.4.

A copy of the strategies is given to the off-site fire brigade
response team.

Sat.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

H.5.5.

A copy of the strategies is available to the on-site fire brigade
leader and control room personnel, and is accessible during
fire emergencies.

H.5.6.

Strategies include all the appropriate information on fire
fighting techniques, including the following, as a
minimum:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Diagram of the area;
List of the fire hazards and explosion risks;
Description of the fire protection measures provided;
Access routes, escape routes;
Details of the vital plant equipment needed for safe
shutdown;
Special equipment needed for fire fighting and personal
protection;
Radiological/toxic concerns;
Ventilation system operation;
Special considerations;
Water supplies.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

H.6.

Fire fighting equipment and resources

H.6.1.

A full set of protective clothing is available for all the fire
brigade members.

H.6.2.

Protective clothing includes, as a minimum, coat, trousers,
gloves, boots and helmet; the clothing gives protection in
flashover conditions and, where necessary, protects against
radiological contamination.

H.6.3.

Protective clothing is available in the required sizes for each
brigade member.

H.6.4.

A self-contained breathing apparatus is available for each
brigade member likely to be involved in the fire fighting
operations.

H.6.5.

Spare air bottles are available (at least two for each selfcontained breathing apparatus set).

H.6.6.

Radiation monitoring equipment is available, including
personal dosimeters.

H.6.7.

Fire brigades are equipped for fire fighting with a hose,
nozzles, ladders, lighting equipment, lines and pumps.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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F IR E SA FETY IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item

Inspection item description

identifier

H.6.8.

Adequate portable radios compatible for use in areas
containing safe shutdown equipment are provided for fire
brigade communications.

H.6.9.

Use of radio frequencies by other plant groups avoids impact
on fire brigade operations.

H.6.10.

The portable radio communication system is designed to
provide communication throughout all the plant areas —
even in remote areas (dead spots).

H.6.11.

The portable radio sets provided for plant fire brigade use
can communicate with the control room, with links to the
off-site fire brigade response team.

H.6.12.

H.6.13.

The on-site fire brigade equipment is located in a well
controlled, accessible central plant location (specify
. location).
All the fire brigade equipment is checked regularly and is
well maintained.

Sat.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

H.7.

Fire extinguishers (mobile and portable)

H.7.1.

The type and number of extinguishers used throughout the
plant (i.e. water, C 0 2, halon, foam and dry powder) are
adequate and are well sited, tested and maintained.

H.7.2.

The extinguisher type selected is appropriate for the protected
fire hazard areas in the plant.

H.7.3.

Qualification of the extinguisher equipment (independent
testing laboratory approval or third party certification).

H.8.

Access to fire fighting equipment

H.8.1.

Equipment locations are marked clearly.

H.8.2.

Escape routes are identified through:
(a) Signposting;
(b) Orientation;
(c) Plans and instructions.

H.8.3.

Where ventilation systems are provided for use by the fire
brigade for smoke and heat removal, the operational method
is identified clearly and such systems are tested and
maintained regularly.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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F IR E SA FET Y IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

Inspection item description
Sat.

H.9.

Fire incident records

H.9.1.

Records for all the fire incidents at the plant (large, small,
actual fires and false alarms) are retained and easily
accessible.

H.9.2.

Incident records verify adequate response by the fire brigade
services.

H.9.3.

Records include the cause of fire, the method of extinction,
the damage to plant and equipment and the effect on safe
shutdown equipment.

H.9.4.

The response times recorded include the times for immediate
action fire fighting teams, on-site plant fire brigade response
and off-site fire brigade response.

H.10.

An unannounced fire drill is conducted during inspection

H.10.1.

Fire drill location in plant.

H.10.2.

Fire drill scenario (describe scenario).

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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Adequacy
Item
identifier

H.10.3.

Inspection item description

Sat.

On-site fire brigade:
(a) The fire brigade response tim e ________ min
(time required to achieve a minimum staffing level at the
fire scene, with full protective clothing and a selfcontained breathing apparatus, as well as hose line(s)
ready to attack the simulated fire);
(b) The number of on-site fire brigade members
responding________ ;
(c) The brigade members are familiar with the protective
clothing, fire fighting equipment, self-contained breathing
apparatus and communications equipment;
(d) The brigade members are familiar with the plant areas,
the safe shutdown equipment and the nuclear hazards;
(e) The fire brigade leader demonstrates good leadership
skills, strategy and tactics, effective communications,
knowledge of plant operation and nuclear considerations,
and effective operation and use of the available fire
protection systems and equipment.
Off-site fire brigade (if called):
(a) Call out arrangements;
(b) Time to respond to plant entrance (________ min);

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed
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F IR E SA FET Y IN S P E C T IO N C H E C K L IS T (cont.)

Adequacy
Item
identifier

H .10.4.

(cont.)

Inspection item description
Sat.

(c) Time to access the plant security and to reach the
fire drill location with the appropriate equipment
(

additional mini;

(d) The number of off-site fire brigade members responding;
(e) The brigade members are familiar with the protective
clothing, fire fighting equipment and self-contained
breathing apparatus, and the communications equipment is
compatible;
(f) The brigade members are familiar with the plant areas,
the safe shutdown equipment and the nuclear hazards.
H .10.5.

Co-ordination between on-site and off-site brigades during the
drill:
(a) Effective liaison is provided between the groups;
(b) A definite line of authority is established and accepted by
each group;
(c) Effective utilization of the available resources;
(d) Compatibility of equipment and procedures;
(e) Co-operation with the liaison engineers.

Needs further
evaluation

Unsat.

Comments and objective
evidence reviewed

This publication is no longer valid
Please see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/
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LIST OF NUSS PROGRAMME TITLES
It should be noted that some books in the
series may be revised in the near future.
Those that have already been revised are indicated by the
addition o f ‘(Rev. 1 ) ’ to the number.

1. GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION
50-C-G (Rev. 1)

Code on the safety of nuclear power plants: Governmental
organization

1988

Safety Guides
50-SG-G1

Qualifications and training of staff of the regulatory body
for nuclear power plants

1979

50-SG-G2

Information to be submitted in support of licensing
applications for nuclear power plants

1979

50-SG-G3

Conduct of regulatory review and assessment during the
licensing process for nuclear power plants

1980

50-SG-G4

Inspection and enforcement by the regulatory body for
nuclear power plants

1980

50-SG-G6

Preparedness of public authorities for emergencies at
nuclear power plants

1982

50-SG-G8

Licences for nuclear power plants: Content, format and
legal considerations

1982

50-SG-G9

Regulations and guides for nuclear power plants

1984

Code on the safety of nuclear power plants: Siting

1988

2. SITING
50-C-S (Rev.

1)

Safety Guides
50-SG-S1 (Rev. 1)

Earthquakes and associated topics in relation to nuclear
power plant siting

1991

50-SG-S3

Atmospheric dispersion in nuclear power plant siting

1980

50-SG-S4

Site selection and evaluation for nuclear power plants
with respect to population distribution

1980
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50-SG-S5

External man-induced events in relation to nuclear power
plant siting

1981

50-SG-S6

Hydrological dispersion of radioactive material in relation
to nuclear power plant siting

1985

50-SG-S7

Nuclear power plant siting: Hydrogeological aspects

1984

50-SG-S8

Safety aspects of the foundations of nuclear power plants

1986

50-SG-S9

Site survey for nuclear power plants

1984

50-SG-S10A

Design basis flood for nuclear power plants on river sites

1983

50-SG-S10B

Design basis flood for nuclear power plants on coastal
sites

1983

50-SG-S11A

Extreme meteorological events in nuclear power plant
siting, excluding tropical cyclones

1981

50-SG-S11B

Design basis tropical cyclone for nuclear power plants

1984

Code on the safety of nuclear power plants: Design

1988

3. DESIGN
50-C-D (Rev. 1)

Safety Guides
50-SG-D1

Safety functions and component classification for
BWR, PWR and PTR

1979

50-SG-D2 (Rev. 1)

Fire protection in nuclear power plants

1992

50-SG-D3

Protection system and related features in nuclear
power plants

1980

50-SG-D4

Protection against internally generated missiles and
their secondary effects in nuclear power plants

1980

50-SG-D5

External man-induced events in relation to nuclear
power plant design

1982

50-SG-D6

Ultimate heat sink and directly associated heat transport
systems for nuclear power plants

1981

50-SG-D7 (Rev. 1)

Emergency power systems at nuclear power plants

1991

50-SG-D8

Safety-related instrumentation and control systems for
nuclear power plants

1984

50-SG-D9

Design aspects of radiation protection for nuclear
power plants

1985
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50-SG-D10

Fuel handling and storage systems in nuclear power plants

1984

50-SG-D11

General design safety principles for nuclear power plants

1986

50-SG-D12

Design of the reactor containment systems in nuclear
power plants

1985

50-SG-D13

Reactor coolant and associated systems in nuclear power
plants

1986

50-SG-D14

Design for reactor core safety in nuclear power plants

1986

50-SG-D15

Seismic design and qualification for nuclear power plants

1992

Code on the safety of nuclear power plants: Operation

1988

4. OPERATION
50-C-0 (Rev.

1)

Safety Guides
50-SG-01 (Rev. 1)

Staffing of nuclear power plants and the recruitment,
training and authorization of operating personnel

1991

50-SG-02

In-service inspection for nuclear power plants

1980

50-SG-03

Operational limits and conditions for nuclear power plants

1979

50-SG-04

Commissioning procedures for nuclear power plants

1980

50-SG-05

Radiation protection during operation of nuclear
power plants

1983

50-SG-06

Preparedness of the operating organization (licensee)
for emergencies at nuclear power plants

1982

50-SG-07 (Rev.

1)

Maintenance of nuclear power plants

1990

50-SG-08 (Rev.

1)

Surveillance of items important to safety in nuclear
power plants

1990

50-SG-09

Management of nuclear power plants for safe operation

1984

50-SG-010

Core management and fuel handling for nuclear
power plants

1985

50-SG-011

Operational management of radioactive effluents and
wastes arising in nuclear power plants

1986

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE
50-C-QA (Rev.

1)

Code on the safety of nuclear power plants:
Quality assurance

1988
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Safety Guides
50-SG-QA1

Establishing of the quality assurance programme for a
nuclear power plant project

1984

50-SG-QA2

Quality assurance records system for nuclear
power plants

1979

50-SG-QA3

Quality assurance in the procurement of items and
services for nuclear power plants

1979

50-SG-QA4

Quality assurance during site construction of nuclear
power plants

1981

50-SG-QA5 (Rev. 1)

Quality assurance during commissioning and operation
of nuclear power plants

1986

50-SG-QA6

Quality assurance in the design of nuclear power plants

1981

50-SG-QA7

Quality assurance organization for nuclear power plants

1983

50-SG-QA8

Quality assurance in the manufacture of items for
nuclear power plants

1981

50-SG-QA10

Quality assurance auditing for nuclear power plants

1980

50-SG-QA11

Quality assurance in the procurement, design and
manufacture of nuclear fuel assemblies

1983

50-P-l

Application of the single failure criterion

1990

50-P-2

In-service inspection of nuclear power plants:
A manual

1991

50-P-3

Data collection and record keeping for the
management of nuclear power plant ageing

1991

50-P-4

Procedures for conducting probabilistic safety
assessments of nuclear power plants (Level 1)

1992

50-P-5

Safety assessment of emergency power systems for
nuclear power plants

1992
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SELECTION OF IAEA PUBLICATIONS RELATING
TO THE SAFETY OF
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
SAFETY SERIES
Basic safety standards for radiation protection,
1982 edition

1982

67

Assigning a value to transboundary radiation exposure

1985

69

Management of radioactive wastes from nuclear
power plants

1985

72

Principles for establishing intervention levels for the
protection of the public in the event of a nuclear accident
or radiological emergency

1985

73

Emergency preparedness exercises for nuclear
facilities: Preparation, conduct and evaluation

1985

75-INSAG-1

Summary report on the post-accident review meeting
on the Chernobyl accident

1986

75-INSAG-2

Radionuclide source terms from severe accidents to
nuclear power plants with light water reactors

1987

75-INSAG-3

Basic safety principles for nuclear power plants

1988

75-INSAG-4

Safety culture

1991

75-INSAG-5

The safety of nuclear power

1992

75-INSAG-6

Probabilistic safety assessment

1992

75-INSAG-7

The Chernobyl accident: Updating of INSAG-1

1993

77

Principles for limiting releases of radioactive
effluents into the environment

1986

79

Design of radioactive waste management systems
at nuclear power plants

1986

81

Derived intervention levels for application in
controlling radiation doses to the public in the event of a
nuclear accident or radiological emergency: Principles,
procedures and data

1986

84

Basic principles for occupational radiation monitoring

1987

86

Techniques and decision making in the assessment
of off-site consequences of an accident in a nuclear facility

1987

9
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93

Systems for reporting unusual events in
nuclear power plants

1989

94

Response to a radioactive materials release
having a transboundary impact

1989

97

Principles and techniques for post-accident
assessment and recovery in a contaminated
environment of a nuclear facility

1989

98

On-site habitability in the event of an
accident at a nuclear facility:
Guidance for assessment and improvement

1989

101

Operational radiation protection: A guide to optimization

1990

103

Provision of operational radiation protection
services at nuclear power plants

1990

104

Extension of the principles of radiation protection
to sources of potential exposure

1990

105

The regulatory process for the decommissioning
of nuclear facilities

1990

106

The role of probabilistic safety assessment
and probabilistic safety criteria in nuclear power
plant safety

1992

TECHNICAL REPORTS SERIES
237

Manual on quality assurance programme auditing

1984

239

Nuclear power plant instrumentation and control:
A guidebook

1984

242

Qualification of nuclear power plant operations
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